METAL DOORS:

DO NOT DRILL THRU FOR WOOD DOORS

WOOD DOORS

ONLY.

PLACE TEMPLATE ON INSIDE OF DOOR (THICKER SIDE)

DRILL ALL HOLES SHOWN

HOLEDia. 5/16"

HOLEDia. 7/32"

HOLEDia. 3/32"

HOLEDia. 1/16"

DETACH ALONG FABRICATIONS.

DOOR EDGE

FRAME EDGE

1/4" NAIL HOLE

NOTE:

1. ALL HOLES TO BE DRILL 90 degrees TO THE
   SURFACE OF THE DOOR

2. TEMPLATE TO BE SHOWN

3. DETACH ALL HOLES SHOWN

4. NAILホール MOUNTED must be small enough to
   CLEARLY SEPARATE THE HOLES
METAL DOORS:

DO NOT DRILL THRU DOOR.

DRILL THRU FOR WOOD DOORS ONLY.